


YOUR SONIC SKIN CLEANSING SYSTEM

The essential first step in your daily skin care ritual, the sonic skin cleansing 
system is a professional-calibre brush that uses a gentle sonic micro-massage 
action to cleanse deeply. It gently clears pores without harsh abrasion or 
chemicals, cleansing so effectively that skin care products will absorb better.
Results include 6 times more effective cleansing that manual cleansing, reduced 
appearance of pores, fine lines and wrinkles, plus improved skin tone.

This product is waterproof for use in the shower or bathtub.
Please refer to 'Important Safeguards regarding the charger'.

Read all instructions before use!

Product

A Handle

B Brush Head

C ON/OFF Button

D Speed Button

E Electronic Induction Charger

F Plug

G Speed/Charging indicator 

Usage
Prior to first use, charge the product for 24 hours.

1. If you use makeup, remove eye makeup by hand.
2. Wet your skin and the brush head with warm water.
3. Liberally apply cleanser to your skin or to the brush head.
4. Push the ON/OFF button to turn the skin cleanser on.
5. Select the desired speed.
6. Follow the ONE MINUTE timer prompts while gently moving the brush 

head in small circular motions.
7. The product will automatically shut off after one minute.

Note: Keep brush head flush to the skin. Pressing too hard will impede the motion
and reduce the effectiveness.



Product Features

Speed settings
The skin cleanser offers a choice of 5 different speeds: Low, Normal, Fast, High, 
Ultra-High. To change speed, press the speed button while the unit is turned on. 
The default factory setting is Normal speed.

Speed Settings for facial cleansing

Speed Operation
Faster Press acceleration switch
Slower Press slowdown switch

One Minute Cleansing Technology
For even and thorough cleansing of your face, the cleansing system features One 
Minute Technology, which pauses momentarily to indicate when it is time to move
to another part of your face.
The product is set to a one minute setting: 20 seconds for your forehead, 20 
seconds for your nose and chin, and 10 seconds on each cheek.

Pausing
To pause the cleansing cycle for up to 30 seconds, press the ON/OFF button.
The lights around the button will fade in and out.

Charging

The skin cleansing system is rechargeable with the included
induction charger, which attaches to the handle magnetically, as
shown.  One full charge will give you 24 minutes of use.

Charge Indicators

Action Indicator 

Attach the charger The brush head will pulse once

Charging the handle Charge indicator lights will flash in and out during charging.

Charge indicator will glow solid when fully charged.

Detaching the induction charger Brush pulses once if partially charged.

Brush pulses twice if fully charged.

After 24 minutes of use, the 
cleanser will need to be 
recharged.

Brush head pulses and charge indicator will flash.

Allow approximately 18 hours for a full charge.

The induction charger is compatible with 100~240V AC; 50/60Hz, allowing it to 
be used worldwide with the appropriate country adaptors. 



Important Safeguards

When using electrical products, especially when children are present, basic safety
precautions should be followed, including but not limited to the following:

READ ALL INSTRUCTIONS BEFORE USE

DANGER – To prevent the risk of electrocution:
• Do not place or store the charger or plug where it can fall or be pulled into 

a tub or sink.
• Do not place the charge in or drop the charger or plug into water or any 

other liquids. The charger is not for immersion or use in the shower.
• Do not reach for a charger or plug that has fallen into water. Turn power 

supply off at the switch immediately and unplug the plug.

WARNING – To prevent the risk of burns, electrocution, fire or injury to 
persons:

• Close supervision is necessary when this product is used by, on, or near 
children or physically challenged persons.

• Use this product only for its intended use as described in the manual. 
Do not use attachments not supplied by Kogan.com

• Keep the cord away from heated surfaces.
• Never use while sleeping or drowsy.
• Do not use outdoors.

Never operate the electric cleansing brush handle if it is damaged. Do not 
operate the charger if it has a damaged cord or plug, if the unit is not working 
properly, if it has been dropped or damaged, or if it has fallen into water.

If you are under a doctors care for any skin conditions, or if you think you may 
have a skin condition, please consult with your physician before using the 
cleansing brush. 

We recommend that you do not share brush heads.

We recommend that you use your own personal favourite facial cleanser.

Do not use the cleansing brush with jagged exfoliating particles such as shells.

Using this brush to remove makeup may stain the bristles, but this will not affect 
the performance.  If discolouration to the bristles does occur, the brush head may
be cleaned with soap and water.



Caring for your skin cleansing system
To keep the skin cleanser in optimum condition, care for it as follows. Do not use 
abrasive cleansers or chemicals to clean any parts of the product. Do not put any
part of the cleanser in the dishwasher.

Handle
Once a week, remove the brush head and wash the handle using warm soapy 
water to remove any residue buildup. The handle is sealed and fully waterproof. 
Never attempt to open the brush handle casing for any reason.

Charger

Important: unplug the charger, then wipe it with a soft damp cloth.
Do not immerse the charger in water.

Brush Heads
We recommend that the electric cleansing brush head be replaced every 3 
months as the bristles become fatigued and loss their effectiveness over time. 
Once a week, remove the brush head from the handle and rinse with warm soapy
water to remove any residue.

Removing the brush head
1. Grip the brush head firmly, then push and twist it in a

counter-clockwise direction.
2. Pull the head away from the handle.

Attaching the brush head
Push down and twist the head clockwise until is snaps into place.
Make sure you hear a tight snap.

TIP: Use the brush head cap to easily remove and attach the brush head with a 
simple twist.

If you have any problems or questions about this product, please contact the 
Kogan customer support team.

Push down and twist

Pull away
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